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REGION OF OTTAWA-CARLETON REPORT

RÉGION D’OTTAWA-CARLETON RAPPORT

Our File/N/Réf.
Your File/V/Réf. RC

DATE 10 September 1999

TO/DEST. Co-ordinator, Community Services Committee

FROM/EXP. Medical Officer of Health

SUBJECT/OBJET 24 HOUR TELEPHONE HEALTH INFORMATION LINE

DEPARTMENTAL RECOMMENDATION

That the Community Services Committee direct staff to commission a study with a
maximum cost of $50,000 to analyze options outlined in this report and bring a
recommendation back to Committee and Council.  Funds for the study would come from
Health Care Facilities Reserve Fund.

BACKGROUND

Among the recommendations of the Task Force on the Regional Government’s Role in Health
Care approved by Regional Council on June 9, 1999 was the following:

That the Region work towards the goal of establishing a consolidated 24 hour
health information line for Ottawa-Carleton and that funds be allocated for a study
that brings community partners together to prepare the detailed proposal for such a
line and further that the Region’s contribution to operating such a line on a pilot
project basis come from within existing resources dedicated to similar functions,
from restructured health care reserve funds and from provincial or federal health
funding.

The service envisaged by the recommendation is similar to that operated in the Province of
Québec by CLSC’s. This model has been replicated in Ontario by the Eastern Ontario Health Unit
funded in part by the Community Care Access Centre and the Canadian Mental Health
Association. These lines have in common that they are answered by nurses using proprietary
software containing approved protocols (Info-Santé by Sogique). They offer service 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. The chief objective is to reduce demand and pressure on hospital
emergency departments. Both these initiatives have a good track record and have been well
received by their communities.
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A new line based in North Bay, to serve Northern Ontario, has been funded by the Ontario
Ministry of Health. The line began taking calls in the summer of 1999. This line will serve
900,000 people and is anticipated to have 25 nurses among 35 staff, a budget of $4.9 million. Call
volume is projected to be 300 to 500 calls per day.

Any attempt to introduce such a service in Ottawa-Carleton must take into account existing
initiatives. The following lines are of particular relevance to the current proposal:

211 Phone Line:  This is a proposal being actively pursued by the Funders Working Group of
Ottawa-Carleton (including Region of Ottawa-Carleton, United Way, and the Ministry of
Community and Social Services). It is a service which has been developed by the United Way in
several American cities. It provides a 24 hours a day/7 days a week information and referral line
for non-crisis calls relating to human services. It functions like 911 in that calls are triaged and
referred to the appropriate service with a minimum of delay. A consultant commissioned by the
Funder’s Group has recently provided a detailed report with recommendations on the potential for
this service in Ottawa-Carleton. The executive summary of this report is contained in Annex A.

Region’s Public Health Information Lines:  The Region of Ottawa-Carleton offers advice and
information from public health professionals on a broad range of public health topics. Over the
years, and number of specialty lines have evolved, however, now the Health Department is
moving to consolidate lines and simplify access. Answering questions related to illness and
symptoms has not been a primary function. The exception is the Parent Child Info Line  which is
only available during work hours and complements the service offered by CHEO.

CHEO Health Information Line:  This is an information line to help families deal with illness,
injury, and child care information. It is open to families of children 0 to 18 years of age. It is open,
after the Region’s Parent Child Info Line closes, from 4 p.m. to midnight during the week and 8
a.m. to midnight on weekends.

The joint efforts of the Region and CHEO provide patient information 16 hours a day. We are
looking to expand this to a 24 hour/ 7 day a week service. It is interesting to note that maternal-
child health makes up about 90% of the volume for any 24 line, so this would represent a major
step forward in terms of 24 coverage for the community.

Community Care Access Centre:  This line provides access to home care and long term care
placement services and well as information about existing services.

Doctor’s offices:  Most doctor’s offices offer advice and consultation re illness and symptoms
during the day. In the evening one either gets access to a physician on call or, increasingly, callers
are referred to hospital Emergency Departments.

Annex B contains a more comprehensive description of existing lines developed for the funders
group as part of their 211 coordinated information project.
In summary, there are two issues to be addressed. Firstly, there exists a whole range of telephone
services in Ottawa-Carleton which have grown up to serve particular needs. The public finds this
confusing and difficult to navigate. Ideally, there should be one number to call. The 211 initiative
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is an attempt to address this issue, however, 211 has not historically dealt with acute care
problems. Secondly, in Ottawa-Carleton, after hour acute care telephone services are available
only for children and then only until midnight.

Implementing the recommendation of the Task Force Report will entail considering the
advantages and disadvantages of three options:

1. Negotiate a merging of several existing services to create a comprehensive service. This
would likely still entail increased cost to address existing system gaps.

2. Expand an existing service to provide a 24 hour comprehensive service for all callers. Logical
candidates would be the CHEO line or the Region’s public health line but other agencies may
also be interested.

3. Add a service or modify existing services to fill the gaps in service in the existing system but
access them through the 211 system. This would allow the existing service providers to
continue but it would require all calls to be transferred at least once.

Because the situation is complex and requires considerable consultation and negotiation with the
different stakeholders, it is recommended that a study be commissioned to explore the pros and
cons of the different options including the possibilities of external funding and joint ventures.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Extensive public consultation was carried out in the development of the Task Force Report. The
current report is following through on its recommendations. Extensive stakeholder consultation
also took place as a result of the report commissioned by the Funders Group to look into the
potential for a regional 211 system.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The financial implications of the different options will need to be explored, including possibilities
of provincial or federal funding. It seems likely that fully implementing the recommendation will
require an increased contribution from the Region.  This contribution could come from the
restructured health care reserve funds as recommended by the Task Force Report. Funds for the
proposed study itself would come from the Health Care Facilities Reserve Fund.

Approved by
Robert Cushman, MD, FRCPC










